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By Daniel Defoe

Ad Classic, Canada, 2010. Hardback. Condition: New. W Mears, Williams (illustrator). Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.On Robinson Crusoe s first seafaring voyage,
his ship sinks in a violent storm. On his second voyage he is enslaved by pirates. When Crusoe
braves the ocean after several years in Brazil, Providence leaves him as the sole survivor of a
shipwreck on a deserted island. Confronted by hunger and the elements, Crusoe builds a home,
grows crops, tames wild animals, and survives cannibals and mutineers by his wits and the qualities
of his cultural upbringing. But while Crusoe has conquered his island, he is affected most by his
isolation from civilization. Robinson Crusoe is widely regarded as the first English novel. No book in
the history of Western literature had spawned more editions, spin-offs, and translations.
Adaptations include The Swiss Family Robinson, the Hollywood film Cast Away, and NBC s TV series
Crusoe. The story was likely influenced by the real-life Alexander Selkirk, a Scottish castaway in 1704
who spent four years and four months on the Pacific island Juan Fernandez which was later
changed to Robinson Crusoe Island in 1966.
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ReviewsReviews

Without doubt, this is the very best work by any writer. Indeed, it can be play, still an amazing and interesting literature. I am just very easily can get a
pleasure of reading through a written pdf.
-- Alda  B a r ton-- Alda  B a r ton

These sorts of book is the greatest book o ered. This can be for all those who statte that there had not been a really worth reading. I am just quickly could
get a pleasure of reading a written ebook.
-- V er ner  Goyette DDS-- V er ner  Goyette DDS
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